SHOCKTUBE DETONATORS

█ DESCRIPTION
Shock tube detonators are non-electric explosive initiators. A small-diameter, hollow plastic tube of any desired
length, in which a tiny amount of explosive powder is adhered to, on its inner surface, is affixed with a delay detonator at one or both ends. On initiation at one end, the explosive powder in the shock tube generates a shock
wave which propagates through the length of the tube and initiates the detonator at the other end. The outer
surface of the tube remains unaffected by the travelling shockwave.
Shock tube detonators are less sensitive to static electricity and radio frequency energy and are thus, a safer alternative to electric detonators. They are also considered superior to detonating cord as they produce less sound
and are safer to handle and store.
█ PRODUCT RANGE & APPLICATION


CDET OMEGA DTHD (Down The Hole Delay)

OMEGA DTHD is used for true bottom initiation of the bore hole in blasting. OMEGA DTHD can be used in combination with Surface Trunk Line Delay Detonator (STLD) and it provides unlimited delay periods and sequences to
conduct large scale blasts. OMEGA DTHD can be used with detonating cord and cord relay also, using the DF connector provided. The higher delay timing of DTHD enables blasting the first borehole when the surface initiation
is completed or far off from the first blasthole. This helps in eliminating the shock tube cut-off on the surface due
to the fly rock from the first hole. OMEGA DTHD can be used for multideck initiation in boreholes to reduce the
ground vibrations in sensitive areas, inhabited areas and in controlled blasting operations.

CDET OMEGA, DTHD / STLD / DUALDET


CDET OMEGA STLD (Surface Trunk Line Delay)

OMEGA STLD is used for surface initiation in blasting to provide the necessary delay between the holes. A Delay Detonator of No. 6
strength is housed in a suitable connector on one end and the other side of the tube is sealed. The Connector has the provision to connect 6 Shock Tubes for initiation. The connectors are colour coded to indicate the delay timing. OMEGA STLD is used in combination
with Down the Hole Delay detonator (DTHD).



CDET OMEGA DUALDET (Combination)

OMEGA DUALDET is a combination of both DTHD and STLD in one set. One end of the shock tube is crimped with DTHD and the other
end is crimped with STLD. Thus, Dualdet is useful for down the hole delay initiation and also surface initiation in the blast. Dualdet is
useful in those mines where the drilling and charge loading patterns are fixed. This reduces the wastage of shock tube in the usage of
DTHD and STLD separately. Dualdets are manufactured with the combination of timings of DTHD & STLD as per the customer’s order.



CDET OMEGA (MS / LP SERIES)

CDET OMEGA MS series is a non-electric short delay detonator system available from Nos. 0 to 20. It is mainly used in small bench
blasting operations on surface and underground, as well as in underwater blasting and sub-level caving.
CDET OMEGA LP series is a long delay system available from Nos. 0 to 25. It is designed for tunnel blasting and other underground applications. The longer delays between the period numbers are designed to give time for the rock to break and move in the constricted tunnel blasts.
Detonating cord is generally used for the surface initiation of CDET OMEGA series and CDET OMEGA series detonators are supplied with
detonating cord connectors on request.

█ DELAY TIMINGS AVAILABLE
Product

Omega DTHD

Omega STLD

Omega MS / LP Series

Delay TImes

200, 250, 400 & 450 ms

0, 17, 25, 42, 65 & 100 ms

As per customers requirement

Tube Material

Plastic

Tube Diameter

3 mm +/- 0.1 mm

█ TECHNICAL INFORMATION
Shell

Aluminium

Strength

No. 6, 8*

(By Lead Plate Test)

Explosives Used

Base Charge - PETN
Primary Charge - ASA Compound

Velocity of Detonation

1700 - 2300 Metres per Second

Connector Material

HDPE

Explosives Used in Tube

PETN / HMX

█ PRODUCT CLASSIFICATION
Technical Name
Commercial Name
UN No.
IMDG Division / Compatibility Group
Indian Explosives Rules Class, Division

Detonators, Assemblies, Non-Electric, For Blasting
CDET Omega, DTHD / STLD / Dualdet
0360
1.1B
6,3
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